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Introduction

Yet, despite the global COVID crisis and ongoing challenges, many SMBs have shown remarkable 

resilience and creativity, reinventing their work and business models not just to survive, but thrive. 

Digital technologies play a pivotal role in this success, helping SMBs adapt and even grow their 

businesses in the face of unprecedented uncertainty. 

   

In fact, SMBs have accelerated their digital transformation e!orts, which includes moving to online 

channels, automating manual processes, and adapting to remote and hybrid work. A third-party report 

shows that more than half (55 percent) of SMBs accelerated their investment in digital transformation, 

while 68 percent continue to actively invest in digital transformation technologies1. 

Many SMBs are turning to software as a service (SaaS) and other cloud-based software to power their 

digital transformations, and many need help to adopt, scale, and optimize their solution stacks. 

Opportunities abound for companies that serve SMBs. With this in mind, and with the uncertainty still 

ahead, it's important to understand the current state of SMB SaaS adoption and usage.

The world has certainly changed in many unexpected ways 
since we launched the !rst small to medium-sized business 
(SMB) cloud service adoption report in 2017. Even before 
one of the most disruptive events to ever hit the global 
business market—the COVID-19 pandemic—the past !ve 
years have brought rapid technology changes that have 
impacted companies of all sizes across every industry.

For this reason, we decided to follow up on our 2017 report. This time, we 
focused our research on IT decision makers at 2,000 SMBs in four 
di!erent global locations with a strong SMB presence: the United States, 
Canada, the United Kingdom, and Germany. Our aim was to shed light on 
how they are "nding, buying, and using cloud-based business applications, 
and perhaps more importantly, to uncover insights to guide companies 
aiming to help SMBs successfully adopt cloud-based technology.

1 "Thriving in the 'Next Normal': Digital transformation, post-pandemic business success and the importance of SD-WAN," Techaisle, July 2021
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Who Should Read This Report

Sources: U.S., U.S. Small Business Administration; Canada, Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada, 

Small Business Branch, Research and Analysis Directorate; U.K., U.K. Department for Business, Energy and Industrial 

Strategy; Germany, Statistisches Bundesamt, Daten aus dem statistischen Unternehmensregister/Registerstand
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SMBs represent

of all businesses
50 million
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40 million

U.S. 31.7 million SMBs

U.K. 5.98 million SMBs

Germany 3.54 million SMBs 
Canada 1.228 million SMBs

Any company that focuses on SMBs when providing technology advice, sales, service, or support can 

use the data presented here to make better decisions on what they should sell and how to best serve 

their SMB customers. In our research, we di!erentiate between three high-level categories of 

companies working with SMBs:

• Software vendors: SaaS companies that make the software SMBs purchase and use. 

Vendors often sell their products both directly to customers and indirectly via channel partners. 

• Technology advisors: This category includes consulting "rms, value-added resellers (VARs), 

distributors, system integrators, and managed service providers (MSPs). Most companies in 

this category are likely to be channel partners for technology vendors.    

• Internet service providers (ISPs) telecommunications companies: Many ISPs/telecom 

companies are also resellers or distributors for third-party technology, frequently bundling 

hardware and software with broadband and other o!erings. 
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• SMBs are accelerating their move to the cloud, with more software in the cloud 
than on-premises and more SaaS applications in use.
 
• Bundles are more popular with larger SMBs and drive higher ROI. 

• SMB buyers are turning to the vendors themselves to purchase software, with 
industry knowledge, customer support, and a fast, easy buying experience driving 
SMBs’ choices.

• SMBs experience greater return on their investments in business technology 
when they work with an advisor.

Top-Level Findings



1 to 10 employees
Small SMBs

11 to 100 employees
Medium SMBs

101 to 250 employees
Large SMBs

How We De!ne SMB Size

2  “2020 State of SaaSOps,” BetterCloud, 2020 

3 “Gartner Forecasts Worldwide Public Cloud End-User Spending to Grow 23% in 2021,” Gartner, April 21, 2021
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SaaS is quickly transforming the business software 
landscape, with the average company deploying more than 
80 IT-sanctioned SaaS apps across the business, a 5x 
increase in three years and a 10x increase since 2015.

Industry analyst !rm Gartner forecasts 23 percent growth in public cloud services for 2021 to $332 
billion, with SaaS remaining the largest market segment, forecast to reach $122.6 billion3.  
SMBs have recognized the bene!ts of using cloud-based software to improve agility, deliver better 
customer and employee experiences, streamline operations, gain visibility into their business 
performance, and capture new revenue streams. 

Today, SMBs have more of their business applications in the cloud than on-

premises. Compared to roughly one-quarter of SMBs (24 percent) in 2017, 

today 45 percent state that most or all of their business software is based in 

the cloud. Only 38 percent say that their business software is all or mostly all 

on-premises, with 17 percent saying they have an equal amount in the cloud 

as on-premises (see Figure 1).    

     

Compared to consumer-oriented SMBs, business-to-business (B2B) SMBs are 

the most likely (55 percent) to use cloud-based technology, with business-to-

consumer (B2C) SMBs reporting that 37 percent of their software is all or 

mostly in the cloud. Higher revenue companies (those with $1 million or more 

in revenue) are also more likely to use cloud-based applications (52 percent) 

than those with revenues under $1 million (41 percent). Germany is leading 

the charge among the four countries with 50 percent of survey respondents 

reporting most of their software is in the cloud. 

Who Is Winning the 
Race to the Cloud?

SECTION 02

SMBs accelerate moving to the cloud

2



Who’s lagging somewhat behind? Smaller SMBs are most likely to use on-premises technology, such 

as physical hard drives for data backups or accounting software, like the downloadable version of 

QuickBooks. Nearly half (45 percent) of the small businesses report all or mostly all of their business 

software is on-premises, with 33 percent of medium and 33 percent of large SMBs reporting that most 

or all of their software is on-premises.

The shift to the cloud is also re!ected in the number of cloud-based applications used by SMBs. In the 

"ve years since our last report, there’s been a 25 percent increase in SMBs using "ve or more SaaS 

solutions (see Figure 2). Today 56 percent of SMBs around the globe use "ve or more SaaS 

applications. 

The larger the business, the more cloud-based applications are in use. The small SMBs average 3.85 

cloud applications while large SMBs rely on an average of 9.59 cloud-based applications. B2B 

companies (69 percent) are most likely to use more than "ve cloud services compared to B2C 

companies (50 percent). A very small percentage of all SMBs (7 percent) report using no 

cloud-based applications.  

Looking at the regional "ndings, the U.K. leads the charge in Europe and the world with 66 percent 

using "ve or more SaaS applications. In North America, Canadian SMBs report stronger cloud adoption 

than the U.S. with 55 percent of respondents reporting use of "ve services or more compared to the 

U.S. with 44 percent. The U.S. also lags global SMBs with 16 percent reporting no cloud-based 

applications in use at all. 

Thinking of the software your business uses, what percentage would you say is 
in the cloud and what percentage is on-premises?

based in the cloud

equal amount in the cloud as on-premises

on-premises

0% 20%10% 30% 40% 50%

17%

38%

45%
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Technology has helped consumers and businesses, students and teachers, doctors and patients, and so 

many more remain connected, stay productive, learn and share, collaborate, and innovate. Across the 

board, people and businesses are now more reliant on technology than ever before.

This is re!ected in our survey, where 77 percent of SMBs report that their reliance on technology 

increased during the pandemic (see Figure 3). Only 16 percent state that the pandemic had no impact 

on their reliance on technology, while six percent say that it decreased their reliance.

6

SMBs increase their reliance on technology 

How has the COVID-19 pandemic 
impacted your reliance on business 
technology solutions?

77%

< 1%

16%

6%

Increased reliance

Strongly decreased reliance

No change

Decreased reliance 

How many software as a service (SaaS) apps or solutions does your business use on a regular basis?

0 SaaS apps or solutions

5 or more SaaS apps or solutions

3-4 SaaS apps or solutions

1-2 SaaS apps or solutions

0% 20%10% 30% 40% 50% 60%

56%

17%

21%

7%
Figure 2

Figure 3



Demographic

Large SMBs 84%

84%

85%

83%

84%

81%

B2B SMBs

U.K. SMBs

Younger SMBs (< 10 years)

Cloud-based SMBs 

(with all or mostly all 

applications in the cloud)

Lower-revenue SMBs 

(< $1 million)

Comparison

Compared to 79% of medium and 71% of small SMBs

Compared to 80% of Canadian, 76% of German, and 67% of U.S. SMBs

Compared to 68% with applications spread equally between cloud 

and on-premises and 75% with all or most on-premises 

Compared to 73% of SMBs in business longer than 10 years

Compared to 70% of SMBs with more than $1 million in revenue

Compared to B2C at 78%

Increased reliance 
on technology

Who are the SMBs that increased their reliance the most? They were large, based in the U.K., B2B, 

cloud-based, younger, and with less than $1 million in revenue:  
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Which Software and Related 
Technology Is Most Popular 
With SMBs?

SECTION 03
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Got a business problem to solve? There is no shortage of 
applications that can help you solve it. SaaS products and 
applications come in all shapes and sizes, addressing many 
di!erent needs, both broadly across all types of businesses as 
well as more narrowly across speci"c verticals. Need project 
management software for a construction company? There are 
multiple cloud-based applications for that. 

Communications and web conferencing top the SaaS list 

We asked the SMBs in our survey about their usage of some of the most common categories of SaaS 

applications. Unsurprisingly, communications and web conferencing are the most used type of cloud-

based software by SMBs, most likely driven by the challenges of remote work during the pandemic and 

evolving hybrid work models going forward (see Figure 4). Rounding out the top !ve types of SaaS 

software being used by SMBs are !nancial and accounting, customer relationship management (CRM), 

human resources management (HRM), and project management. 

The ranking and usage varied across the four countries. Germany is the top user of communications 

and web conferencing with 70 percent of survey respondents using solutions in this category, while 

the U.K. reports the lowest use of communications and web conferencing at 51 percent. SMBs in the 

U.S. and Canada rank !nancial and accounting software as the most-used type of software (both at 70 

percent), followed by communications and web conferencing.

Large SMBs ranked HRM software as the top category for usage, followed by CRM, with ERP software 

ranked third most-used. The small SMBs ranked !nancial and accounting software top, then 

communications and web conferencing, followed by CRM.



Company Size 

Small:

1-10 Employees

1. Financial and accounting (68%)

2. Communications and web conferencing (54%)

3. CRM (40%)

1. Communications and web conferencing (66%)

2. Financial and accounting (56%)

3. CRM (55%)

1. HRM (78%)

2. CRM (77%)

3. ERP (65%)

Medium:

11-100 Employees

Large

101-250 Employees

Top SaaS Applications

Data Drill Down: Top SaaS Apps by Company Size
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Which of the following types of software does your company currently use under a SaaS model?

Communications and web conferencing

Financial and accounting

Customer relationship management (CRM)

Human resource management (HRM)

Project management

Productivity

e-Commerce solutions

Enterprise resource planning (ERP)

Content management systems (CMS)

Other

0% 20%10% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

61%

60%

1%

37%

27%

43%

27%

54%

31%

35%

Figure 4



0% 20%10% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Which of the following, if any, have you purchased for your business?

Hardware, such as computers, tablets, and printers

Energy services, such as electricity or natural gas

We do not use any of these

Infrastructure as a service (IaaS)

Internet of things (IoT) devices

Connectivity, such as phone, internet, and cable

A technology bundle (e.g., hardware bundled with software, software 
bundled with connectivity, “business in a box” solution, etc.)

2%

52%

32%

56%

38%

41%

52%
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Bundles are popular and drive higher return on investment

Bundles and turnkey solutions help SMBs solve their business challenges without having to research and make multiple 

decisions on software, hardware, connectivity, services, and more. It turns out, bundles also deliver good return on 

investment (ROI), according to 54 percent of respondents.

At least half of all SMBs in our survey (with the exception of those in the U.K.) have purchased a technology bundle, 

which can include: hardware and software, software and connectivity, business-in-a-box type solutions, and other 

o!erings that combine multiple types of technology in a bundle (see Figure 5). Bundles are most popular with large 

SMBs, with 62 percent saying they have purchased some form of bundle for their business.  

SMBs also indicated that they are purchasing infrastructure as a service (IaaS) such as Amazon Web Services, Google 

Cloud Platform, or Microsoft Azure (40 percent) and Internet of Things devices (IoT) for use cases such as "eet and 

asset management, or 5G wireless networks (38 percent). Adoption of IaaS and IoT is strongly correlated with company 

size, with the majority (61 percent) of large SMBs saying they purchased IaaS compared to just 24 percent of small 

SMBs and 48 percent of medium SMBs. For IoT devices, two-thirds (66 percent) of large SMBs say they purchased 

them for their business, compared to 20 percent of small companies and 43 percent of medium-sized SMBs.

 

A separate study conducted by AppDirect in late 2020 con#rms the increasing popularity of IaaS with SMBs, with eight 

of ten planning to increase their IaaS spend over the next three years. In fact, the report shows that small businesses 

already spend more than $60 billion on IaaS, a #gure that is set to reach more than $90 billion by 2023.4

4 “A 360-Degree View of the Market for IaaS: Perspectives from Resellers and SMBs," AppDirect, November 2020

Figure 5
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Technology advisors are the preferred source 

More than three-quarters of SMBs (78 percent) purchased a bundle, hardware, connectivity, or 

other non-software o!ering from a technology advisor (see Figure 6). When it comes to IaaS, 

our previous research shows that SMBs prefer working with resellers by nearly a 20-point 

margin—59 percent versus 41 percent—compared to going directly to the IaaS provider. 

The main reason? Personalized attention.5   

Trusted partners can help SMBs maximize the value their business receives from their technology 

investments. In fact, our survey shows that SMBs that don’t use advisors are more likely to disagree 

that they get good ROI from their business technology (20 percent agree versus 44 percent disagree).

5 Ibid

Of the services you selected in the previous metric, which did your 
company obtain through a technology advisor?

0% 20%10% 30% 40%

Hardware, such as computers, tablets, and printers

Connectivity, such as phone, internet, and cable

We did not obtain any of these through a technology advisor22%

26%

9%

36%

21%

22%

25%

A technology bundle

Energy services, such as electricity or natural gas

Internet of things (IoT) devices

Infrastructure as a service (IaaS)

Figure 6
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Where Are SMBs Buying 
Their Software? 

SECTION 04

There are more than 15,000 SaaS companies around the 
world competing for customers.  Often these companies 
sell subscriptions for their products directly to enterprises 
and indirectly to SMBs through distribution channels. 
Channel partners include VARs, distributors, MSPs, 
systems integrators, consultants/technology advisors, 
and ISPs/telecommunications companies. 

For SMBs, they can choose to go directly to the software vendor if the vendor sells directly to 
companies their size. Sometimes, the vendor will redirect the SMB to a channel partner who will sell 
the subscription and manage the relationship. Alternatively, SMBs can purchase SaaS software from 
an ISP/telecom or a technology advisor. An advisor can include consultants, but also VARs, 
distributors, systems integrators, and MSPs.

6

Advisors gain ground while vendors remain 
trusted sources for software

Half of SMBs (51 percent) purchase their SaaS business software from vendors directly, growing just 

slightly from 49 percent who said they go straight to the vendor in 2017. However, technology advisors 

gained ground since the last survey, with 28 percent of SMBs now turning to them for software versus 

21 percent in 2017. ISPs/telcos slipped from 27 percent in 2017 to 20 percent in 2021 (see Figure 7).

Directly from software vendors

Where does your company purchase your SaaS apps and solutions most often?

0% 20%10% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Our internet service provider (ISP) or telecom provider

A technology advisory service such as a 
value-added reseller or managed services provider

20%

28%

51%

6 Crunchbase data from June 2020

Figure 7



Technology knowledge tops the list of reasons for 
choosing a provider/vendor  
What are SMBs looking for in terms of the SaaS customer experience? How do they choose a vendor 

or provider? Knowledge, customer service and support, and a fast, easy buying process take the top 

three spots on the list of reasons for why SMBs work with their primary source for software. Trust 

that the provider/vendor understands the SMB’s needs, as well as the expectation that costs will be 

lower, come in a close fourth and !fth (see Figure 8). 

 

For any providers attempting to convince SMBs that they can’t trust competing SaaS sellers, the 

!ndings show this tactic seldom works. SMBs put lack of trust in other providers last in the list of 

reasons for choosing a partner.   

Likewise, providers should not assume that SMBs will continue to buy from them because it’s too much 

trouble to !nd another provider. Only 25 percent say that they don’t want to disrupt their business by 

switching providers. That means 75 percent would turn to a provider that provides better knowledge, 

customer service, and so on if their current provider didn’t meet their ongoing needs and expectations.

• Larger SMBs using more SaaS applications, with 36 percent compared to 23 percent of small SMBs 

and 28 percent of medium business 

• B2C companies are the most likely (24 percent) to turn to an ISP/telecom company for their SaaS 

apps, compared to B2B at 19 percent and those SMBs with both B2C and B2B models at 18 percent 

• GenXers are most likely to work with a technology advisor, while Millennials are more likely to buy 

software directly from vendors  

• German SMBs are most likely to work with a reseller (44 percent) and Canadian SMBs are most 

likely to use an ISP/telecom company (24 percent), while U.S. SMBs are most likely to go directly to 

a vendor (60 percent)

13

Which SMBs are more likely to turn to an advisor or ISP/telecom company rather than buy directly from a vendor? 
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SMBs that select their primary providers/vendors for software based on their knowledge 
of technology and customer service and support are more likely to say that they're getting 
good ROI from their business technology.

Knowledge of technology: Customer service and support:

agree that they get good ROI agree that they get good ROI

disagree that they get good ROI disagree that they get good ROI

Technology Know How and Customer Service Deliver Higher Returns

36% 35%

51% 49%

Why is this provider/vendor your company’s primary source for purchasing SaaS apps and solutions?

Trust their knowledge of technology

Value their customer service and suport

Buying process is fast and easy

Trust they understand the needs of our business

Expect lower costs from them

Don’t want to disrupt my business by !nding another provider

Don’t trust other sources

0% 20%10% 30% 40% 50% 60%

49%

19%

51%

25%

43%

42%

46%

Figure 8
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Vendors are outperforming providers when it comes to 
communications

We also wanted to understand how SMBs learn about new SaaS solutions for their business. Based on 

SMB responses, it seems that software vendors are doing a great job communicating to customers and 

prospects about their new products and services. Marketing communications from vendors rank 

second (tied with professional IT organizations at 37 percent each) as the source for SMBs, just one 

percentage point behind professional industry organizations (38 percent), which are the top source 

(see Figure 9).

The remaining top !ve sources feature another tie between IT trade publications and websites and 

colleagues in similar organizations at 36 percent each. Technology advisors rank seventh (32 percent) 

out of nine sources while ISPs/telecom providers rank eighth (28 percent), with only “other” or “didn’t 

use any of the above sources” scoring lower. 

Which SMBs are getting their information on new SaaS solutions from technology advisors? It’s the 

large SMBs who are most likely to turn to an advisor for information at 44 percent compared to only 

23 percent of small SMBs, and 35 percent of medium SMBs. 

For SMBs that get their SaaS information from technology advisors, they are about equally likely to 

agree as disagree that they are getting good ROI (32 percent versus 29 percent), which shows that 

messages emphasizing the value of solutions aren’t getting through to SMB targets. The same applies 

to SMBs getting their information from ISPs/telecom companies, where they are split between 

agreeing (28 percent) and disagreeing (27 percent) that they see good ROI. Some small SMBs (15 

percent) aren't being reached by any of these sources. These SMBs are also signi!cantly less likely to 

agree (only !ve percent) that they're getting good ROI for their technology investments.
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How do you generally hear about new SaaS solutions?

Professional organizations in our industry

Marketing communications from software vendors

Professional organizations for those working in IT

I haven’t learned about new SaaS solutions through any of these sources

Other

Our telecom or internet provider

Our technology advisory service

Trade publications or websites for our industry

Colleagues at similar organizations

Trade publications or websites for IT professionals

0% 20%10% 30% 40%

38%

37%

7%

36%

1%

36%

28%

37%

32%

33%

Figure 9



Company Size 

Small:

1-10 Employees

1. Professional IT organizations (35%)

2. Direct vendor communications (31%)

3. Colleagues at similar organizations, industry trade pubs (tie, 28%)

1. Colleagues at similar organizations (41%)

2. Professional IT organizations, IT trade pubs (tie, 39%)

3. Direct vendor communications, professional industry organizations (tie, 37%)

1. Professional IT organizations (55%)

2. IT trade pubs (49%)

3. Direct vendor communications, professional industry organizations (tie, 48%)

Medium:

11-100 Employees

Large

101-250 Employees

Sources

Data Drill Down: Top Sources for Technology Information by Company Size
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Which of the factors below are most important 
to you in selecting a technology advisor?

Pricing and overall cost savings

Easy-to-access customer service

Knowledge of my industry

Knowledge of businesses our size

O!ers useful self-service tools

Recommended by colleagues or friends

Local to my community

None of these are important to me

0% 20%10% 30% 40% 50%

3%

44%

35%

43%

27%

43%

29%

33%

Figure 10
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Pricing, customer service, and industry knowledge are top factors for 
choosing a technology advisor

Regardless of where SMBs purchase their software, we wanted to understand how they choose a 

technology advisor. When asked to rank factors most important to them when selecting an advisor, 

SMBs ranked pricing and overall cost savings (44 percent), easy-to-access customer service (43 

percent), and industry knowledge (43 percent) as the top reasons (see Figure 10). Location ranked 

last, perhaps re!ecting the shift to remote/hybrid work models and digital adoption. 



Company Size 

Small:

1-10 Employees

1. Pricing (43%)

2. Technology knowledge (41%)

3. Easy access to customer service (40%)

1. Pricing, easy access to customer service (tie, 45%)

2. Technology knowledge (43%)

3. Knowledge of businesses our size (38%)

1. Easy access to customer service (49%)

2. Technology knowledge (46%)

3. Pricing (42%)

Medium:

11-100 Employees

Large

101-250 Employees

Reason

19

Data Drill Down: Top Reasons for Selecting a Technology Advisor 
by Company Size



Are SMBs Seeing Good ROI with 
Their Business Technology? 

SECTION 05

Unlike large enterprises, SMBs often lack the IT sta!, skills and 
experience, time, and budget to deploy technology within their 
business and drive user adoption of the new technology. Without 
guidance and assistance from external partners such as technology 
advisors, it can be di"cult for SMBs to maximize the value they get 
from new software to achieve a good return on investment.

SMBs experience greater ROI when they work with an advisor 

More than half (56 percent) of SMBs strongly agree that they’re getting good ROI from the investments they make 

in business technology (see Figure 11). Canadian (60 percent) and German SMBs (60 percent) agreed most 

strongly while only 48 percent of those businesses in the U.S. said the same. SMBs who use technology advisors 

are more likely to agree that they get good ROI from their business technology investments, compared to those 

that don’t use technology advisors. Using outside professional assistance for adoption and migration also increases 

the likelihood of achieving good ROI, with 96 percent agreeing or strongly agreeing that they see good ROI for their 

investment in business technology. 

Small SMBs are less likely (47 percent) to strongly agree that they get good ROI from their business technology 

investments, while medium (62 percent) and large (61 percent) companies are more likely to strongly agree. Those 

who aren't using any SaaS applications are more likely to disagree (29 percent) that they get good ROI, with only 

!ve percent agreeing that they get good ROI from their technology investments.

20

Strongly agree

Somewhat agree

Somewhat disagree

Strongly disagree

How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Overall, my 
company gets good ROI from the investments we make in business technology.

2%

0% 20%10% 30% 40% 50% 60%

4%

38%

56%

Figure 11



Most SMBs have di!culty using new SaaS solutions

The majority (84 percent) of SMBs experience at least some di!culty in using new SaaS solutions. 

Maintenance and troubleshooting are the top di!culties reported, with adopting or migrating to the 

service coming in a close second, and training sta" tied with selecting the service coming in third.

Nearly a quarter of those surveyed (24 percent) indicated that purchasing the service is usually di!cult, 

with Canadian SMBs experiencing the most pain (29 percent) of all the regions (see #gure 12).

Figure 12
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Which of these aspects of using a new SaaS solution, 
if any, are usually di!cult for your company?

0% 20%10% 30% 40%

Ongoing management

Purchasing the service

None of these are di!cult for us

Maintenance and troubleshooting

Adopting or migrating to the service

Training sta" on using the new service

Selecting the service

0% 16%

33%

34%

24%

32%

29%

32%



Higher-revenue SMBs have more problems with using new SaaS software than lower-revenue SMBs.

We also found that SMBs experiencing these pain points were more likely to disagree that they see good 
ROI from their investments in business technology. 
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Adoption and migration

Training sta!

Ongoing management

Purchasing

Di!culties

Higher-revenue SMBs (>$1 million)

Lower-revenue SMBs (<$1 million)

0% 20%10% 30% 40% 50%

41%

43%

34%

30%

29%

26%

26%

21%

Ongoing management

Maintenance and troubleshooting

Adoption and migration

Solution selection

Purchasing

For those with these di!culties ...

Don’t believe they see good ROI

Agree that they do see good ROI

0% 20%10% 30% 40% 50%

45%

41%

41%

41%

32%

28%

34%

32%

31%

24%



SMBs spend too much time dealing with multiple SaaS suppliers

23

Nearly three-quarters (70 percent) of SMBs believe that their company spends more time than they 

should interacting with SaaS vendors and processing invoices because they use multiple SaaS 

suppliers. In 2017, 66 percent said they wanted to consolidate their cloud services purchases to have 

only one vendor to deal with. One of the drivers for this was having everything on one bill for easier 

invoice management.  

Billing remains an issue in 2021, particularly for U.K. SMBs, where 80 percent agreed strongly or 

somewhat that they spend too much time interacting with vendors and processing invoices due to 

multiple SaaS suppliers. Also, the larger the SMB, the more they believe that they spend too much time 

interacting with SaaS vendors, with 80 percent of large, 78 percent of medium, and 55 percent of 

small businesses agreeing (see !gure 13).

Figure 13

AGREE70%

DISAGREE30%
70%

30%

How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following 
statement: My company spends more time than we should 
interacting with SaaS vendors and processing invoices 
because we use more than one SaaS supplier.

70%
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Many get help with adoption and migration 

Two-thirds of SMBs use professional assistance for adoption or migration of new software (see !gure 14). 

Those that do use professional assistance are more likely to agree that they see good ROI from their 

business technology (67 percent agree versus 45 percent disagree).

• Large SMBs: The larger the SMB, the less likely they are to handle technology adoption and 

migration entirely in house, with only 23 percent of large SMBs saying they handle it entirely in house, 

compared to 30 percent for medium SMBs and 44 percent for small businesses 

• Higher revenue SMBs: Those SMBs with >$1 million in revenue are more likely (73 percent) to use 

professional assistance than those with <$1 million (62 percent)

• German SMBs: German SMBs were least likely (24 percent) to handle adoption or migration in 

house without any outside help, while U.S. SMBs were the most likely (44 percent) to tackle adoption 

or migration entirely in house

USE PROFESSIONAL 
ASSISTANCE66%

HANDLE IN-HOUSE34%
66%

34%

Which of the following best describes how your company typically 
handles the adoption or migration process for new software?

Figure 14

These SMBs are more likely to rely on external assistance:  



The pandemic led to some poor SaaS decisions
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Given the extent and uncertainty of the pandemic crisis, companies were faced with making critical 

decisions with little time to evaluate and weigh various options. It should come as little surprise, then, 

that some decisions were not optimal.

When we asked SMBs whether any of the SaaS investments they made in response to the pandemic 

ended up not being a good !t for their business, half of them (52 percent) admit that at least one 

investment was a mistake (see Figure 15).

YES52%

NO48%
52%

48%

Did your company make any SaaS investments in response 
to the pandemic that ended up not being a good !t?

Figure 15

Nearly two-thirds of Canadian SMBs (64 percent) report that they made one or more SaaS 

investments during the pandemic that ended up not being a good !t for their company, while U.S. 

SMBs fared better, with 40 percent making the wrong investment decision and choosing software that 

was not a good !t.



Even less-than-ideal technology choices deliver ROI
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Of the companies that made mistakes, 53 percent still say they saw good ROI from their investment in 

business technology. It's a testament to the true power of SaaS; even if an investment is not ideal, it 

can still deliver signi!cant value to the business. 

Still, not making a mistake in the !rst place delivers an even better ROI. The pace of change shows no 

signs of slowing down, and advisors and ISPs/telecom companies have ample opportunity to provide 

expert guidance on the best SaaS solutions for their SMB customers.

Younger SMBs (66 percent) with lower revenue (55 percent) were more likely to make investments in 

tech that were not a good !t.

Data Drill Down: Who Made Investment Mistakes by SMB Category

SMB category

Greater than $1 million in revenue

In business 10 years or longer

Less than $1 million in revenue

In business less than 10 years

45%

44%

55%

66%

Percentage
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Conclusion
SECTION 06

There’s no doubt that many SMBs were able to weather 
the hardships and challenges of the pandemic amid 
ongoing uncertainty by taking advantage of cloud-based 
technology to digitally transform their business. Our 
survey shows that more SMBs than ever are adopting 
SaaS software. 

For technology advisors—whether your business is a reseller, MSP, distributor, or consulting !rm for 
SaaS technologies—and ISP/telecoms, the !ndings presented here highlight opportunities and gaps in 
current go-to-market strategies: 

• Small SMBs lag medium and large SMBs in cloud adoption 

• Small and medium SMBs were less likely to purchase their software from a technology advisor 

• Technology knowledge, customer service and support, and a fast, easy buying process are top 

di"erentiators for SMBs choosing a SaaS provider

• Value-added bundles drive ROI

• Software vendors are better at getting their marketing messages heard by SMBs than providers such 

as technology advisors and ISPs/telecoms

While the key takeaways from this research might vary for your company, the mandate for every 

provider of cloud-based solutions to SMBs is the same: Turn these valuable insights into actionable 

steps to better address the needs and buying preferences of SMBs adopting cloud-based services. 

AppDirect is here to help. For more information, visit appdirect.com.    

AppDirect commissioned Wake!eld Research to conduct an online survey of 2,000 
SMB IT decision makers, 500 each in four countries: the United States, Canada, 
the United Kingdom, and Germany. Businesses participating in the survey employ 
between 1 and 250 employees. In cases where percentages don't total 100, 
multiple selections were allowed in the survey responses. The survey was 
conducted in June and July 2021.

Methodology
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